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Slip Ring oR Wound RotoR MotoRS
The slip ring or wound rotor motor is an induction machine where the rotor comprises a set of coils that are 

terminated in sliprings to which external impedances can be connected. The stator is the same as is used with a 

standard squirrel cage motor.

By changing the impedance connected to the rotor circuit, the speed/current and speed/torque curves can be 

altered.

The slip ring motor is used primarily to start a high inertia load or a load that requires a very high starting torque 

across the full speed range. By correctly selecting the resistors used in the secondary resistance or slip ring starter, 

the motor is able to produce maximum torque at a relatively low current from zero speed to full speed. 

A secondary use of the slip ring motor, is to provide a means of speed control. Because the torque curve of the 

motor is effectivley modified by the resistance connected to the rotor circuit, the speed of the motor can be altered. 

Increasing the value of resistance on the rotor circuit will move the speed of maximum torque down. 

It the resistance connected to the rotor is increased beyond the point where the maximum torque occurs at zero 

speed, the torque will be further reduced. When used with a load that has a torque curve that increases with speed, 

the motor will operate at the speed where the torque developed by the motor is equal to the load torque. 

Reducing the load will cause the motor to speed up, and increasing the load will cause the motor to slow down 

until the load and motor torque are equal. Operated in this manner, the slip losses are dissipated in the secondary 

resistors and can be very significant. The speed regulation is also very poor.

MotoR ChaRaCteRiStiCS

The Slip Ring motor has two distinctly separate parts, the stator and the rotor. The stator circuit is rated as with a 

standard squirrel cage motor and the rotor is rated in frame voltage and short circuit current. 

The frame voltage is the open circuit voltage when the rotor is not rotating and gives a measure of the turns ratio 

between the rotor and the stator. The short circuit current is the current flowing when the motor is operating at full 

speed with the slip rings (rotor) shorted and full load is applied to the motor shaft.

SeCondaRy ReSiStanCe StaRteRS

The secondary resistance starter comprises a contactor to switch the stator and a series of resistors that are applied 

to the rotor circuit and gradually reduced in value as the motor accelerates to full speed. 

The rotor would normally be shorted out once the motor is at full speed. The resistor values are selected to provide 

the torque profile required and are sized to dissipate the slip power during start. The secondary resistors can be 

metalic resistors such as wound resistors, plate resistors or cast resistors, or they can be liquid resistors made up 

of saline solution or caustic soda or similar, provided there is sufficient thermal mass to absorb the total slip loss 

during start.
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To select the values of the resistors, you need to know the frame voltage and the short circuit current. The maximum 

torque occurs approximately at the point where the rotor reactance equals the termination resistance. 

The final stage of the resistance should always be designed for a maximum torque close to full speed to prevent a 

very large step in current when shorting the final stage of resistance. If a single stage was used and the maximum 

torque occured at 50% speed, then motor may accelerate to 60% speed, depending on the load. 

If the rotor was shorted at this speed, the motor would draw a very high current (typically around 1400% FLC) and 

produce very little torque, and would most probably stall!

high ineRtia loadS

Slip ring motors are commonly used on high inertia loads because of their superior start efficiencies and their ability 

to withstand the inertia of the loads.   

When a load is started, the full speed kinetic energy of that load is dissipated in the rotor circuit. 

With a standard cage type induction motor, there only some motors that can be used on high inertia loads. 

Most will suffer rotor damage due to the power dissipated by the rotor.  With the slip ring motor, the secondary resistors 

can be selected to provide the optimum torque curves and they can be sized to withstand the load energy without failure.  

Starting a high inertia load with a standard cage motor would require between 400% and 550% start current for 

up to 60 seconds. 

Starting the same machine with a wound rotor motor (slip ring motor) would require around 200% current for 

around 20 seconds.  A much more efficient solution.  Shorting the rings out on a slip ring motor with a high inertia 

load is not an option as the load energy must be dissipated in the rotor winding during start. 

This will cause insulation failure in the rotor circuit.
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eleCtRiCal ConneCtion 

Before performing any operations on the 
motor, make sure that no voltage is present 
and that the motor cannot be accidentally 
switched on. This precaution also applies 
to any accessories installed for the motor 
such as anti-condensate devices, servo-
assisted ventilation, etc... 
Before connecting power supply to the 
motor, make sure that the mains voltage 
and frequency match the data listed on 
the motor’s rating plate, paying particular 
attention to the accepted ranges of 
tolerance, while bearing in mind that the 
power line must be sized to the power of 
the user (CEI ��-� Standards). 
always make the ground connection! 

geneRal RuleS and pReSCRiptionS 

Although the three-phase asynchronous 
motors illustrated in this catalogue comply 
perfectly with all the safety standards and 
regulations in force. However certain 
danger areas inevitably remain due to the 
presence of voltage and moving parts.
As per internationally-approved IEC ��� 
Standards, installation and maintenance  
operations must be performed exclusively 
by qualified personnel. Failure to respect 
the above can raise the risk of damage 
and injury. We recommend observing 
all the local standards and regulations 
in force and scrupulously respecting the 
instructions for motor operation provided.

MotoR inStallation Site 

Vemat motors are designed for use in 
industrial surroundings as per harmonised 
EN �00�� Standards. Other installations 
(e.g. places where children are present), 
may require the installation of additional 
protections directly at the site of motor 
operation. Special attention must be paid 
to the surrounding conditions at the motor 
installation site, such as the degree of 
insulation necessary against penetration 
by water. Vemat motors come with 
IP�� Protection rating; for areas where 
greater protection is required, consult 
this catalogue’s Accessories section or 
contact our Technical Office directly.

Catalogue data is not binding. 
this catalogue invalidates and replaces all previous issues.

SaFety 

GUARANTEE 
The guarantee provided by VEMAT  SPA 
expires after one year from invoice date of 
our products. It only covers the replacement 
or repair free of charge of defective units 
or parts provided that VEMAT admit 
that said faults or defects are to be 
ascribed to manufacturing processes. The 
customer does not have to feel entitled to 
cancel or reduce the outstanding orders 
because of defective materials previously 
supplied. VEMAT will not be responsible 

for the payment of any charges related to 
goods to be replaced or repaired under 
guarantee. Returns of materials will only be 
accepted if both back and forth transport 
charges will be covered by the customer. 
Our guarantee becomes completely null 
and void if units result altered or repaired. 
Our guarantee does not cover defects or 
faults which could be attributed to external 
factors, insufficient maintenance, overload, 
unproper selection, mounting errors or 
shipping damages.

COMPLAINTS
Complaints for defective material must 
be effected in writing and within the legal 
terms or they will be considered null. In 
case of complaints the buyer is not anyhow 
entitled to stop or delay payments.
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